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The “Rationality” of Survey-Based
Inflation Forecasts
TI. W. HAFER and DAVID H. RESLER
HE notion that economic agents rationally form
their expectations about future economic events has
emerged as a critically important hypothesis with pro-
found implications for macroeconomic policy. For ex-
ample, modern hypotheses relating to the Phillips
curve emphasize that it is the departure of actual
inflation from expected inflation that cause any short-
run trade-off that may exist between inflation and
unemployment. Consequently, empirical tests of many
macrotheoretic models require the identification not
only of directly observable phenomena, such as infla-
tion and unemployment, but also of expectations or
anticipations of these phenomena.
The measurement of generally nonobservable phe-
nomena, such as inflation expectations, poses a diffi-
cult challenge in constructing empirical tests for
macro models that include such variables. It is first
necessary to identify an inflation expectations proxy
that is consistent with the assumptions of the under-
lying niodel. As a result, tests of theories, such as the
natural rate hypothesis, that employ proxy measures
for inflation expectations (such as autoregressive pro-
cedures) are joint tests of both the underlying theory
and the validity of the expectations proxy.
Presumably, autoregressive procedures are used
because they are less costly than opinion surveys.
When survey-based data on inflation expectations
are readily available, this cost argument loses some of
its force. Nevertheless, it is important to determine
which of the two measures is appropriate for test-
ing various economic theories; that is, whichever
measure conforms most closely to the requirements
of the underlying theory becomes the measure of
choice. For instance, tests of rational expectations
models should first establish that the measures of
expectations conform to the criteria of rationality. This
paper examines whether one particular set of survey
data — the Livingston data — meets specified criteria
of rationality.1
‘For examples of studies dealing with the measurement and
effects of inflation expectations, see John A. Carison, “A Study
of Price Forecasts,” Annals of Economics and Social Measure-
ment (June 1977), pp. 27-56; Stephen Figlewski and Paul
Wachtel, “The Formation of Inflationary Expectations,” Re-
view of Economics and Statistics (forthcoming); Rodney L.
Jacobs and Robert A. Jones, “Price Expectations in the United
States: 1947-1975,” American Economic Review (June 1980),
pp. 269-77; Edward Kane and Burton C. Malkiel, “Autore-
gressive and Nonautoregressive Elements in Cross-Section
Forecasts of Inflation,” Econometrica (January 1976), pp.
1-16; Donald J. Mullineaux, ‘<On Testing for Rationality: An-
other Look at the Livingston Price Expectations Data,” Jour-
nal of Political Economy (April 1978), pp. 329-36; Douglas
K, Pearce, “Comparing Survey and Rational Measures of
Expected Inflation: Forecast Performance and Interest Rate
Effects,” Journal of Money, Credit and Banking (November
1979), pp. 447-56; James E. Pesando, ‘<A Note on the Ration-
ality of the Livingston Price Expectations Data,” Journal of
Political Economy (August 1975), pp. 849-58; and Stephen
J. Turnovsky, ‘<Empirical Evidence on the Formation of Price
Expectations,” Journal of the American Statistical Association
(December 1975), pp. 144 1-54.
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Tests of Rational Expectations
The hypothesis of rational inflation expectations,
pioneered by John Muth, holds that expectations
about future inflation are formed in a manner that
fully reflects all currently available and relevant in-
formation.2 Stated somewhat differently, the observed
rate of inflation differs from the expected rate of
inflation only by sonic random error. Thus, the ration-
alit) hypothesis can he stated algebraically as:
(1) ii, ~ + u,,
where m is the actual rate of inflation during period
t, ~.,‘rt is the rate of inflation expected at time t-l for
period t, and u, is a random variable with mean zero
and variance o~/
Expressed in this form, i.e., inflation expectations
are unbiased estimates of observed inflation, the ra-
tionality hypothesis can he tested empirically by esti-
mating the equation,
(2) ii ‘B, ±
where ~ represents the survey-based expected in-
flation rate for period t made at period t-l. The notion
of rational expectations, then, corresponds to the joint
hypothesis that B = 0 and 13, = 1. In addition. u.
should exhibit no evidence of autocorrelation.
Pesando and Figlewski and Wachtel subjected the
Livingston expectations series to this test of rational-
ity.
1 Pesando was unable to reject the joint hypothesis
using consensus inflation forecasts from each survey
for the periods 1~.59- 1969 and 1962-1969. Figlewski
and Wachtel, however, were able to reject the null
hypothesis using a pooled time series/cross-section
sample of 1,864 individual forecasts for the pcriod
1947-1975.
An additional criterion for rationality requires that
inflation forecasts be efficient; in other words, the
process by’ which inflation expectations are formed
should be identical to the process that actually gener-
ates observed inflation. Consequently. any evidence
suggesting that some of the relevant information set
is not being full)’ (i.e., effic’ientlv) utilized would
indicate rejection of rationality. Pesando tested this
notion of rationality by hypothesizing that both the
expectations of inflation and inflation itself are de-
scribed by the history of inflation. Mathematically.
t
John F. Muth, “Rational Expectations and the Theory of Price
Movements,” Econometrica (July 1961), pp. 315-35.
iAlternatively, equation (1) can be rewritten as (ii, —,
ut; that is, any departure of actual from expected inflation
is a random variable with mean zero and variance, ol.
4
Pesando, “A Note on the Rationality ; and Figlewski and
Wachtel, “The Formation of Inflationary Expectations.”
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this interpietation of tationalits cm he expressed as
(a) ii, X B, ii < + g~
(3) -
(b) ,,tc?=EBir, -~-~a
Ff,bczcncy icquiies th-it 13 B for i
11
i n
Pusindo Cirlson and Mulline mx clucctl’y tested the
efficienci of the livingston infi‘ition foi cc ists hi esti-
mating equation (3) md then ‘ipp1sing an F test to
the sum of the squned iesiduals Pes-indo isis not
able to i cjcct the efficiercy eutei ion at stuid udconfi-
dence levels foi the penod 1959 1969 Culson usmg
the same time pciiod hut i iuvised Seision of the
Livingston dit i found thit the inflation forecists do
not satisfi the efficienci cnterion
\lulhneaux on the othei hind demnonsti sted that
the en oi vai iances of equ itions ( 3a) md (3b) esti-
mated bi Pesando and Cailson ire not honiogeneous
Consequentli the F test tised hi Pesmndo and Cailson
is inappropi imte — \lulhne nix pioposcd in mltci native
efhcienci test that involvc s estimating the equation,
(4) FE
5
(‘t , ~~!) U, — ~b~ i -4- a
where at ~ ~.t Ihe force ist ciroi (FF,) is ie—
gresse do npast inflation iates knon n it the time the
foiecast isas made Effieiencx icqunes that FL, be
iSee Pesaudo, “A Note nit thc Rationality ....‘‘ This approach
to testing fo iationabt> is gentrall> i eft‘~ ed to as au c ak—
form tt st & can Se it cliii)los s only u doiniation cootamed in
the history of inflation. It should he notcd, however, that fail-
ure to mcd the weak—foun requirements of rationality sug-
gests that the forecast would also fail stronger forms of the
test. ior a discussion of weak—form and other typcs of tests,
Sec John Rutledge, A Mooetarist Model of lnflationarrj Lxpec-
tations ( Lexington: Lexington Books, 1974). In addition,
equation (3) does not specify either the exact length of the
lag on past iidlatiou or the length of the period 05cr which
the inflation is observed. Pesando, Carlson, and Mulhineaux
each used a 5—period lag on observed 6—mouth inilation rates.
This lag length will also be used in this paper.
“Carlson has noted that the numbers published by Livingston
have been judgmentally revised. To circuiuvent this possible
source of error, Carlson coils!o icts a forecast senes that is
based on the actual responses received by Livingston. See
Carlson. “A Study of Price F’oireasts,’’ for a nioie detailed
discussion of his construction proeedu’es.
‘The Chow test used by Pesando and Canton requires that the
error terms p~,and p<, be independently and identically dis-
tributed. If the error tern is are not identically distributed
homogeneous variances), the Chow test is inappropriate.
Mulliricaux tests for variance homogeneity by using Bartlett s
test statistic and finds that tho hypothesis of homogeneous
variances is rejected at the five percent level of significance.
See Niullineaux, “On Testing for Rationality ...,“ pp. 331-32,
‘Equation (4) is derived by subtracting equation ( 3b ) from
3a ) . That is, h, :fl: B i — B~for all i. Following Mullineaux
equation (4) is estimated with a constant term ( b,, ) instead
of subsuming it into the error structure as Pesando and Carl—
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unrelated to any information known at the time (t-1)
the forecast ivas formed. In other words, all the in-
formational content of past inflation rates is fully
utilized infonuing expectations. Thus, the null hypoth-
esis is that b, = 0 and h~= 0 for all i n. In
addition, efficiency requires that the error term be
serially uncorrelated, or Coy (ar, Ej) = 0 for t ~
Using Carlson’s version of the Livingston data, Mulli-
neaux was unable to reject the efficiener’ hypothesis
for the period 1959~1969,b0
Pearce, using Carlson’s data set and another test of
efficiency, concluded that “the survey respondents did
not efficiently use the information in the past history
of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) when formning
their expectations of inflation.”” Thus, it appears that
efficiency tests of the Livingston inflation expectations
data are sensitive to the type of tests used, to the
version of the Livingston data used, and to the time
period examined.
This article demonstrates that these test results are
also sensitive to assumptions about the length of the
forecast horizon. Therefore, it is particularly impor-
tant to determine the actual period over which Liv-
ingston respondents are making their’ forecasts. The
nature of this problem can be illustrated by a careful
review of the survey method,
The Forecast Horizon and the Forecast Error
Livingston conducts his survey each spring and fall,
requesting respondents to indicate their predictions
about a number of economic indicators including the
CPI. For example, in the spring survey’ they are asked
to predict what the level of the CPI will be in the
following December and June. Because the question-
naires are mailed in April and usually are returned in
May, two interpretations can be made about the fore-
cast horizon. If, as Carlson assumes, the survey re-
spondents know only the April CPI, then they are
implicitly predicting an 8-month rate-of-change (April
to December) and a 14-month rate-of-change (April
°Itshould be noted that, although the heterogeneous variance
problem that plagued the Chow tests of Pesando and Carlson
is alleviated here, the procedure employed does require the
maintained hypothesis of independent errors.
tm0
Mullineaux also found that for the data set used by Pesando
(i.e., inflation forecasts inferred from the originally published
versions of Livingston data), the hypothesis of efficiency is
rejected.
~Pearce, “Comparing Survey and Rational Measures
p. 451. Pearce statistically analyzes the forecast errors ob-
tained by using either the Livingston forecasts or forecasts
generated from a continuously updated moving average
model [MA( 1)] of the monthly CPI series.
to June of the following year). Alternatively, Jacobs
and Jones argue that a more reasonable assumption
is that the respondents actually know or have an ac-
curate estimate of the May CPI.12 This, of course,
means that the forecast CPI implies a 7-month (or
13-month) rate of inflation.
The choice of the forecast horizon can affect the
results of the bias and efficiency tests, especially if
the forecast is interpreted loosely as a prediction of a
steady inflation. Mullineaux and Resler each made this
assumption; i.e., they assume that the prediction is a
constant rate-of-change for any period within a given
forecast horizon,” This assumption is often conven-
ient and may not be inappropriate when the investi-
gation focuses on the process that generates the fore-
cast. It may pose problems, however, when efficiency
tests, such as those represented by equation (4), are
conducted.
Because the survey respondents are, in fact, fore-
casting an inflation rate over a7 -o r8-month horizon,
it is desirable to evaluate equation (4) by calculating
the forecast error over that time horizon. For example,
FE~ should be calculated by taking the difference be-
tween the actual rate of inflation occurring betiveen
April (or May) and December and the rate of infla-
tion predicted for that period. This forecast error
should be regressed against lagged inflation rates
known to the forecaster as of April (or Ma)’). This
approach differs from Mullineaux’s procedure in which
FE~ was computed as of the time the next forecast was
made (i.e., October). This approach seems inappro-
priate for evaluating the efficiency of the forecasts,
especially since the forecasts exhibit expectations of
accelerating inflation, The next section reevaluates the
tests for bias and efficiency in light of these new tim-
ing assumptions.
Empirical Results
To investigate the importance that assumptions
about the forecast horizon have on tests for bias and
“Jacobs and Jones, “Price Expectations in the United States:
1947-1975.”
iiTh.4s essentially requires that inflation forecasts are linear.
Thus, changes from one point to another ,within the fore-
cast horizon will not be distinguishable. If, hosvever, infla-
tion expectations are not linear over different time horizons
(e.g., 6 ~ir 8 months), then the assumption of a steady rate
of inflation prediction is vitiated. The fact that the 14-month
forecasts are greater than the 8-month forecasts in 38 out
of 40 observations from 1959-1978 suggests that the assump-
tion of a constant rate of inflation within the 8— or 14—month
periods may not be appropr ate. See Mulhineaux, “On Test-
ing for Rationality,” fri. 3. See also, David H. Resler, “The
Formation of Inflation Expectations,” this Review (April
1980), pp. 2-12.
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efficiency (and hence rationality), the three alternative
forecast horizons discussed in the preceding section
are utilized in direct empirical comparisons. Based on
these forecast horizons, three forecast error series are
calculated and employed in the efficiency tests re-
ported below. To reiterate, these alternative FE, series
are determined by’ assuming an April-October fore-
cast horizon ( Mullineaux), a May-December fore-
cast horizon (Jacobs-Jones), and an April-December
forecast horizon. All tests use Carlson’s version of the
Livingston data (i.e., sample average CPI forecasts
from which the expected inflation rate is generated).
To facilitate a comparison ivith previous research, the
following sample periods are used: 1959-1969, 1959-
1978, and 1959-1978 excluding the 1971-1973 period of
price controls of various phases.h4
To test for bias in the inflation forecasts, equation
(2) is estimated and an F-test on the joint hypothesis
that B0
= 0 and B, = 1 is conducted for each of the
alternative forecast horizons,” The F-values calcu-
lated for this test are presented in table 1, and allow
rejection of the null hypothesis at the 1 percent level,
irrespective of the sample period chosen, This result
contrasts directly with Pesando’s but is consistent wtth
the findings of Figlewski and \Vachtel, who found
the Livingston data to be biased.” An examination of
the individual coefficients, B,, and 13, indicated
that the joint h’pothesis is rejected primarily be-
cause B, exceeds unit)’ for all the sample periodls.
Nevertheless, the results indicate a tendency for B,
to decline toward unity as more recent observations
are added to the sample, suggesting that forecasters
gradually adjusted to the accelerating inflation of the
l960s and early 1970s.”
Table 2 presents additional information on the
accuracy of the inflation expectations series. Although
the root-niean-squared error and mean error statistics
i1This truncated 1959-1978 sample period was chosen to ex-
clude observations of forecasts errors that occurred dluflog
the period of wage and price controls, It seems reasonable
that forecasters would have encountered considerably more
difficulty in forecasting inflation during this period, since the
controls were applied
1
unevenly and gradually relaxed at
unpredlicted intervals.
i5To facilitate coasputation of the apprdipriate F—statistics,
equation (2) ‘vas modified slightly. Specifically, subtracting
~,,rt from each side of (2) produces:
(2’) n — , ,u? = B~+ (B, — 1),,,n? ± u,.
The null hypothesis then implies that the estimated slope
and iistercept of equation (2’) be jointly equal to zero.
IOPesando, ‘‘A Note on the Rationality and F’iglewski
and Waehtel, “The Forn,ation of Inflationary Expectations.”
In studies of the p roccs,s by which inflation forecasts are gen-
erated, more definitive evidence indicates that this process
has changed over tin,e. For more detail about this evidence,








bar ron 1959-1969 1959-1975 1959’- Wa
April Octob r 15 42 5123 14401
Ms December 12.880 15487 14 411
~Aprlt-Dscember 8 67 18144 17439
F(220) P(238) F(235}
0(tcal 5° 349 325 3,27
Fvahse °~ 585 5 1 527
T. baed ft Jon pothe that B, 0 an 13, 1
let to )
This enod clod s th li! 9 pri control nr
van only slightli between fotecast horizons, the
Theil statistics indicate that the fraction of forecast
error due to bias 1s reduced sornesvhat by using the
May-December horizon. It is interesting to note that
of all of the horizons examined, the April-December
assumption continually yields statistics suggesting
greater problems with bias than variance or covami-
ance in the forecasts.”
Although unbiased forecasts satisfy one criterion
for rationality, it is common to find properties of bias
in other non-survey-based inflation forecasts. For in-
stance, Lombra and Moran note that, while the
Federal Reserve Board staff’s forecasts of nominal
GNP are unbiased, its forecasts of GNP’s real and
inflation components show evidence of systematic
errors.”
It is possible that inflation forecasts can shoiv evi-
dence of systematic bias yet still be characterized as
Crdiwth in the United States,” American Economic R vi w
(March 1980) pp. 149-161, and Resler, “The Formation of
Inflation Exp ctations.”
F or a dcsciiption of thi methodology, see Ileon Theil, Ap-
p/i d P conomic I’ orecastoil, ( \m terdlam . North I’lollaud
Publishing Co. 191), pp. 26-32.
I i}Ra noud Lomb aad“.1‘chad \loi’an Policy kds ice aiid
Po!ic~ Making at the F ‘d ial Re cite Carud ic—Roe/i sic
C nfd IC ‘lcd Sd mu s on Pub/i Policy 13 1980 p. ‘ 0. 1o m et i —
deuce that oth r foitea ts imilarly uudere timau inflation
uid stem estnnat n al output see . Zaruon its \n \nalysis
of ki nual and M iltipeniod Qoaiterly I’ orecasts of Aggre gat
locoust , Output and the Pri c Lest
1
‘ Jon no? of Busini s
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Because acceptance of the efficiency hypothesis in
the present context requires that b~= 0 for all i( i=1,
n) and that the estimated relationships indicate
no evidence of serial correlation, the statistics of pri-
mary interest are the reported F-values and the Dur-
bin-Watson and Durbin-h statistics. The reported
F-value is pertinent for testing the joint hypothesis that
all the b~(i = 1 5) are concurrently zero. Both
the Durbin-W7atson and Durbin-h statistics test for the
presence of serial correlation. Although the Durbin-
Watson statistic is usually appropriate, Dnrbin has
shown that the h statistic is more efficient when the
set of independent variables includes a lagged de-
pendent variable.20 Because Mullineaux has interpreted
equation (4) as containing a lagged dependent vari-
able, both statistics are reported.
Turning first to the 1959-1969 period, the reported
F-statistic for the May-December and the April-
October forecast horizons indicates that the efficiency
criterion is satisfied. Recalling that the April-October
horizon corresponds to the assumption made by
Mullineaux, these results are essentially consistent
with his. The Durbin-h statistic for the April-Octolser
horizon, hoivever, indicates the presence of negative
serial correlation, even though the Durhin-W7atson
statishic falls within the indeterminate range.21 Since
Table 2
Analysis of the ‘Short-Run” Forecast Errors’
Forecast Theil statistics
horizon Sample Mean
assumption period RMSE error Ii U
April October 1959-69 1 383 0911 0.434 0260 0.206
1959-78 2 151 t324 0279 0228 0.394
959.782 2,053 1 270 0383 0223 0394
May-December 1959-69 1.344 0858 0408 0347 04 8
195978 2,317 1414 0272 0.252 0375
1959-78’ 2.214 1 356 0375 0.252 0373
April December 1959-89 1 307 0~934 0513 0344 0143
1959-78 2101 1355 0416 0210 0374
l959-78~ 1 962 1 261 0.413 0.203 0.384
1RMSE is th roo -mean- guared erro . U m th Theil hi eoefh Ic i Ui s-a sauce co ffic,e t and U the ens-a an e
coefficient
2Osnit the 1971 1913 prIce control years
weakli ‘ rational in the sense that the forecastess abli from those of Mullmneaux, and thes highlight the
efficment1~utilize all information contained in the his impoitance of specifting the time period over nhich
tori of inflation. Fo implement thi effuzcncij test UI FL is calculated. If FL, is ci abetted at the end of the
is calculated foi each forecast horizon md used to p riod over which the sespondents itere fortcasting
estimate equatson (4). mnflaton (e.g December) the efficienci hi pothcsis is
rejected so all but one instance. The ‘esults for the
three different time periods ame non discussed in
greater detail.
Ordinary least squares estimates of equation (4),
using the alternative FE~series and sample periods,
are presented in table 3. These results differ consider-
20
See James Dunhin, “Testing for Serial Correlation in Least
Squares Regression When Some of the Regressors are Lagged
Dependent Variables,” Econometrica (May 1970), pp.
410-21.
~iFor purposes of comparison, Mulliueauxs estinsatiomi results
are presented here:
(nt— t~mn?) —0.232 + 0,237rr,-, —0.051m-, -F- 0.251u,.,
(1.91) (1.44) (0.27) (1.36)
+ 0.OSOix,, + 0.083ir,
(0.25) (0.48)
= 0.102, h = 1.89, F 1.48.
The difference between Mulliueaux’s results and those in
table 3 mssay n-eli be dime to the use of different computer
algorithms. As such, the difference between the Donbio—h
values may not be representative of true differeuces in the
respective residual processes.





horizon b0 bb b b b H’ DW,/h SEE FF (05.01)
1959- 1969
April-October 0 244 0,244 0 049 0 254 0 050 0 083 0.11 2.61/ 2 26 1 00 1 54
(0.46) (1.48) (026) (1.37) (0,26) (0.48)
May-December 0493 0193 0114 02 5 0114 0041 024 225/ 091 092 236 285 4.44
(102) (119) (061) (110) (0.58) (0,22)
April-December 0345 0.218 0.051 0295 0019 0.061 0.38 1 85/043 074 3.52
(088) (1.79) (036) (216) (013) (0.47)
1959- 1978
April October 0.695 0.397 0.003 0 100 0261 0102 020 2 14/ 097 1.54 2.92
(153) (2.82) (002) (055) (1,44) (071)
MayDecember 0442 0435 0133 0113 0436 0200 037 198/012 147 5.68 249,351
(101) (329) (0.81) (064) (2.43) (140)
April December 0,717 0.368 0.035 0.058 0362 0160 0.26 1 77/1.01 1.40 376
(1.74) (2.88) (0.22) (035) (2.21) (1.23)
1959-1978
(Ormtting 1971-73)
April October 0643 0300 0062 0052 0257 0082 014 2.21/ 1.22 1.51 2.16
(1.44) (206) (035) (0.28) (1.41) (056)
May December 0.414 0.340 0175 —0.051 —0412 0155 0.34 2.01 / -0.05 1 50 443 2.54,373
(096) (2.43) (106) (0.29) (2.31) (1.07)
April December 0 668 0.269 0098 0009 0361 0140 0.24 1,80/0,90 1.33 3.14
(1.69) (211) (0.63) (0.06) (2,26) (hO)
T tr ults has do n equation
~VaIue i parentheses rep ‘esen ab olute i-aIues of t tatm tics
is the Co file‘cut of deternimna mon cmne t d fist il gns s of fn dons 1).Vi . s thi Dims bin % at on statsstic hi sth Dmmr
bin Is tati:tic , SL.F - i the tam d id 5 n Sr sf thi sq matu mm 1’ s th cslcmilated F iahm to te t the joint hp )th m that all
b (‘ 1, .. ~5 equal zero amsd F m pr sent the rd it rt ialL alu
efficiency requires no serial cos elation among the periods. Based on these test results, the period from
residuals, the h\-pothesis of efficienc\ for the April- 1959-197 does not appear to be one in which
October hos-izon remaimss ummnsolied. Umslikethest Ni o Livimsgston forecasters, on average, effieiemmtlv utilized
forecast horizons, hon-ever, th results based on usimmg the information eontaimmed in the history- of observed
the April—December assumptiomi cleans pemmit rejec- inflation rates,
tion of time efficiency hvpothesis.~
Sinmilarly, n-hems the pertod of wage price controls
In contrast to tIme results for the 1 59-1969 period, is excluded, the efficiency eriteriomm is mmot satisfied if
the hypothesis of efficiency is unambignouslv rejected tile forecast error is calculated at the emsd of the fore-
at the 5 perecmmt level for cads forecast horizon cx- east period (e.g., iii December). For instance, when
amnined durimsg the entire 1959-1978 sample period, the forecast error is measured at the emsd of the pe-
The hypothesis is also rejected at the 1 percent level nod over which the forecast is snade, the F-test per-
for the May-December and April-December horizon mits a rejection of the efficiency hypothesis at the
5 percent level,23 The effieiemscv hypothesis is not re- 221t should be recalled that the April-December forecast hori-
zon does not require the special assomptiomms msecessary to
comistitmct time conspetiug forecast cm-nor scm-ics. We k-now that ~The efllciemmcv hypothesis cammoot be rejected, however, at the
Livingston supplies the April CPJ to the survey sceipiemits 5 percent level when the 8—mouth (Api-il—December) fore—
asmd specifically asks for their December CPI forecast, cast horizon is enspioyed.
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jected only when the forecast error is eva]uated in
October (as in Mnllineaux).
Efficiency of the 12-Month Forecasts
Most previous analyses of the Livingston inflation
forecasts focus on the short-run (8-month) forecasts,
Because the respondemmts are asked at each survey date
to predict the level of the CPI for the following De-
cember and June, the forecasts embody both an 8-
month and a 14-month (long-run) prediction of the
inflation rate. This section exansines the rationality
of the 14-month forecasts.
The methodology used here slightly modifies the
approach used for the 8-month forecasts. Specifically.
the lagged inflation rates in equation (4) are now
interpreted as occurring over 12-month periods (again,
observed in either April or October). This assump-
tion requires that the estimation of these equations
for the 14-month forecasts be modified.
Because the forecasts am’e made at 6-month intervals,
this new interpretatioim means that the first lagged
term in equation (4) comstains information that over-
laps from the previous period, if all available observa-
tiomms are imsclnded in the estimnation procedure. Such
overlapping observations may introduce serial corre-
lation into the equation.2i To avoid this problem,
separate estimatioiss of equations (2) ammd (4) are
made for each semiannual observation of the 14-
month forecast; that is, each sample period is split
into two data sets, one consisting only of the June
forecasts and the other consisting only of the Decens-
her forecasts, With these modifications. equatiomss (2)
and (4) are estimated for the three time periods used
in the previous section.
The analysis first examines the 14-month forecasts
for bias. F-statistics were computed frons the regres-
sions of equation (2) for each semnianmsual forecast
series over each sample period. These F-values,re-
ported in table 4, again indicate that the forecasts
are biased. Table 5 provides the statistics for Tiseil’s
analysis of the forecast criers. These i’esults also show
that 33-54 percent of the forecast error is due to bias.
Nevertheless, as with time “short-rums” forecasts, time
portion due to bias declines as new data are added.
The efficiency test is then applied to the 14-month
forecast errors. The forecast errors are consistently
~~Introrluetion of serial correlation tends to bias the efficiency
test toward rejecting the null hypothesis. Recall that an
addItional criterioum for efficiency is that the estimation be
free of autocorrelation.
TabI 4
Bias Test for ‘14 Month
Inflation Forecasts’
F-Values
rep 4 ri 0 cember C lOcal F
pe mod fereca t forecast (05 01)
19591969 16 30 20,800 46802
1959-1978 5-188 35& 601
1$59 197 10.5G9 4.592 OMZ 613
Is rmthmolmm babE a B 1
Sn tati 2’)
Oem tI il-i psc cnn ea
measured as of the end of the period over \vhich the
forecast was mssade. The F—statistics amsd the Durbims-
\Vatsoms statistics for timese equations are reported imm
table 6Y5 In contrast to time 8-month ( April-1)ecens-
her) infiatiomm forecasts, the results for the 14-month
forecasts (10 not permit rejection of the efficiency
hypothesis. Because halvimmg the sample period severely
reduces the degrees of freedom, these resmmlts should
be .nterpreted with considerable caution. Nevertimeless,
the F-statistics suggest that the errors in the 14-mnomstls
forecasts are mmot correl;mted with observations of past
immflation available at the timsse the forecast n’as moade.
The Dnrbin—Watsoms statistics, hoivever, indicate that
the hypothesis of no serial correlation cams neither he
rejected mmor accepted. Tlmmms it appears that, based
on the F-test, the 14-month forecasts comply witls the
efficiency criterion.
Tisese contrastimsg results for the $-mnomsth atmd 14-
nmonth forecast honizoims cast some doubt on the Find-
ings that the Livingston forecasts-are not formed
efficiently. This dispamitv mssav indicate tisat forecasters
are better able to anticipate longer-termn mnovensemsts
in economic variables, such as immflatioms. relative to
explaimsing time short-term vagaries of the time series.
For instammce, if time actual rate of inflation is accelerat-
ing within the 14—mmmommth period, the forecaster nsay be
able to forecast efficiemstlv the overall rate of cisange
hmst isot he able to forecast the rate withims shorter
sub-periods.
2m
Tlsc Dunbin—h statistic is pot appropriate for simuall samples
(mm<30 ) . 0mm this poim mt, see j . Jobmsstoms, I*o no mmmc t ‘-ic Met I,—
ods, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971).
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Table 5
Analysis of 14-Month Forecast Errors1
Forecast Theil statistics
horizon Sample Mean
assumption period AMSE error ti~ U’
June 1959-69 1120 0.824 0.540 0337 0123
1959-78 1984 1298 0436 0208 0356
1959-78~ 2,022 1.383 0.468 0.222 0 310
December 1959-69 1 182 0.782 0438 0.474 0.088
1959-78 2.085 1190 0326 0198 0477
1959-78 1,978 1133 0.329 0.194 0477
‘RMSE me the root maean-squar d error, i the Thesl hue coeffiement, l~ tim variance coefflcm mit and is the covanammee
eoefllc,ent,
2Omits the 1971-1973 price control y are
Table 6
Efficiency Test Results: 14-Month Forecasts’
Sample period June forecasts December forecasts
NF OW. F OW F(.05, .01)
1959-69 ti 0.426 1.38 1.344 2.25 5 05, 1097
1959-78 20 1 049 1 88 2029 1.87 2.96, 469
1959-78~ 18 0.875 1.34 1.993 230 3 11, 506
‘N s th respec mve ample mze, F is tim cal ulated 1’ statmsttc, D,W the Durbimm-Wat on t t t tm tic; and F
5
r pres nts
the re evant critical F-value.
Ounts the 1971 1973 price control years.
Summary the period, 1959-1969, only one forecast horizon
This paper has reexamined the rationahtv of the (April-December) could be judged unambiguously
inflation forecasts contained in the Livingston survey inefficient. When the 1959-1978 period is examined,
data by emphasizing that the inflation forecast errsr however, the results for each forecast horizon allow
should be calculated in a manner consistent with the rejection of the efficiency hypothesis. When the period
forecast horizon used by the survey respomsdents. of wage-price controls is deleted from this sample
Specifically, empirical tests for bias and efficiency of period, only the April-October forecast horizon is
the forecasts were empioyed to determine the efect judged efficient.
that changes in the assumption about the forecast These findings imply that conclusions regarding the
horizon have on the conclusions of previorms investiga- forecast efficiency (and, therefore, rationality) of the
tions. The test for bias indicated that, regardless of Livingston inflation expectations are sensitive to the
the forecast horizon or the sansple period used, the period over which the forecast error is evaluated.
Livingston forecasts exhibited characteristics of bias, Because the survey respondents are asked specifically
The “efficiency” test suggested by Mulhneaux was to predict the level of the CPI for the following
also employed. These test results indicate that over June or December, it seems appropriate that tests of
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efficiency be formulated to measure the forecast error
only after the actual value of the predicted CPI be-
comes known. Wimen this approach is used in con-
junction with the assumption of either a May-Decem-
ber or April-December forecast horizon, the results
indicate that the forecasters did not efficiently use the
information available at the time of the survey in five
out of six samples. This conclusion contrasts sharply
with that reached when the forecast error is calcu-
lated at the time the forecasts are made (i.e., April or
October).
Finally, evidence about the bias and efficiency of
the 14-month forecasts indicates that these longer
forecasts are efficient, even though, like the 8-month
forecasts, they are apparently biased, Although the
apparent disparity in the efficiency tests between the
“short-” and “long-run” forecasts is somewhat puz-
zling, it suggests that the forecasters are more efficient
at predicting longer term inflation trends than short-
term movements in the series,
The evidence presented here indicates that Carlson’s
sample average forecasts of the rate of CPT inflation
in the Livingston data do not conform to two criteria
of rationality. Consequently, the use of these data in
empirical investigations of rational expectations mod-
els appears to have serious limitations. In addition,
the observation that these survey-based inflation ex-
pectations fail to conform to rationality criteria sug-
gests that adjustments in expectations evolve slowly.
This further implies that, even if inflation forecasts
are ultimately rational, fully anticipated short-run
monetary policy actions may have important economic
effects since inflation expectations adapt slowly. These
and other possible implications of the apparent non-
rationality of survey-based expectations deserve fur-
ther study.
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